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VOYAGE -Ann Devaney 

My introduction to the CCCA came via Patty 
Yang, whose lovely daughter Annie studied with 
us at Rock The Barre over the summer. I find this 
an important mention as if it wasn’t for them I 
wouldn’t have had this amazing life experience! 
Fortunately, after a couple of short meetings, I was 
entrusted with the elite honor of directing the fina-
le for The Chinese New Year Program. The im-
portance of this goes far deeper than an entertain-
ing dance number. The children of the CCCA 
grow up looking forward to being a participant in 
the finale, a tradition among the organization. 
Hence, “Tradition” was my first spark of inspira-
tion while developing a story. 

When I asked the question to the lovely women 
of the CCCA, “What does ‘The year of the Drag-
on’ mean to you?” , the word “Evolution” came up 
several times.  

Then, I started working with two thoughts, Tra-
dition and Evolution. I wanted to include the 
amazing gift of martial arts that China has be-
stowed onto the world. That idea brought me to 
my student, Kassidie, who did Kung Fu with my 
son at Gus Gates Kung Fu and Fitness. Her dad, 
Harriz, is a teacher of Tai Chi. Kassidie goes with 
her dad when he teaches. I often heard her talking 
about Tai Chi. The story was right in front of me!  

This could be “A coming of age story”, where 
a loving father is passing down his family's tradi-
tion of Tai Chi to his young daughter. She will 
discover what character she is made of as she ex-
periences Water, Earth, Wood, Metal and Fire in 
the form of Dance & Kung Fu. 

Bringing the elements into crafting the piece 
helped to add depth, specificity and character 
while choosing groups, colors, costumes, music 
and dance styles.

With the help from my assistant Jordyn Ladell, 
we were off to create and rehearse. Rock The 
Barre’s Hip Hop teacher, a professional dancer 
and choreographer, JJ Pasco jumped on board and 

choreographed three Hip Hop sections. Gus Gates 
invited the Kung Fu group to his studio and taught 
them Animal Drills & Pole Strikes. Their contribu-
tions to the piece are immeasurable. It gives the 
piece a wonderful authenticity. Also, we have 
many boys in the finale cast and I love having 
male influence for balance.

The production team was an amazing group of 
women. The organization of Mei Bin, Longchuan 
Yu and Eva Chow was invaluable! The costuming 
was done by Linda G. Huang with great diligent 
and joy. Even when something may pose to be a 
challenge, you can always catch Linda laughing! 
Tina Chen, who created video for so many pieces 
in the show, spent a lot of time watching rehears-
als and reading my mind to come up with the 
background video. She is just fabulous! Lian 
Zhao, the stage manager, was an enormous help 
and incredibly supportive. Hong Shang was a con-
stant pleasure. She was truly amazing in clearing a 
trail and in guiding a way through this experience. 
When it came time to name the finale, it was her 
daughter, Amanda, who gave the perfect sugges-
tion, VOYAGE. 

Of course, once everything was in place, it was 
in the energy and commitment of the amazing cast 
that forged our celebration of the Dragon! As the 
Dragon is known to be inspirational, passionate 
and brave, so are these children, your children of 
the CCCA. I found each of them to be uniquely 
special as we drew near to the performance date. 
After they had inspired the piece, brought passion 
to their performance and bravely stepped into 
challenging rehearsals, they didn’t just learn plac-
es and steps; they took on acting exercises and 
theater games, then the Grand Stage of The Thou-
sand Oaks Civic Arts Plaza! They told a story and 
emotionally touched their audience, parents and 
teachers. I am filled with pride, appreciation and 
great respect for them! What an amazing VOY-
AGE! Thank you, CCCA!
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Good evening, all the honored guests. 
My parents, siblings and sibling in-laws are in China 

and unable to attend today's ceremony. 
Simin is her Chinese name, which means to think 

quick, smart. Simin is indeed a smart person. From elemen-
tary school to college, she has been a straight A student, 
received president's award, graduated from High School as 
top 5, and entered UCLA with Regent's scholarship. She got 
a job offer during her internship and has been working there 
since her graduation from UCLA. 

Simin is also an honest, considerate and caring person. 
She respects for parents, loves her siblings, and cares for 
friends. During her childhood till middle school, she had to 
move frequently, from China to USA, from one city to an-
other. She adapted to new environment very well, and made 
friends everywhere. 

Simin is a gift from God and faithful to our Lord Jesus 
Christ. She became baptized in 1997. Since then she has 
been active in the Church, helped to take care of younger 
kids at our bible study time, was group leader in Youth pro-
gram and took missionary trip to Africa and Japan after her 
graduation from college. 

Lots of our friends say that, whoever has Simin as his 
wife would be the luckiest man in the world. Congratula-
tions, Chris, you are the luckiest man in the world. 

strong and tough”

2 24







Helping Hands 

A Letter From The Editor 

Dear Readers,

 To the many students here in the Conejo Valley, being a part of our community is not 
just about gathering titles for our resumes or earning hours for college. Being involved in our 
community means something more— reaching out and going beyond boundaries. We find ful-
fillment in helping others, new understanding and passion with each endeavor, and sometimes 
even, ourselves. 

 Here, the CCCA Youth Workshop provides a space for students to share their reflection 
and recollections in their community service. We volunteer in the hospital, the Reagan Library, 
and even in our very own TOCS, and everywhere we go we are always learning and improving. 

 Thank you to the entire Spring 2012 Staff; your  input is greatly appreciated! Good luck 
and congratulations to all you graduating seniors! 

           Sincerely, 

         Josselyn Tsai 
              Editor in Chief

SPRING 2012 STAFF 
Andrew Hill 

Sherry Huang 
Lily Wang 
Annie Chen 

Harrison Han 
Josselyn Tsai 
Stella Wang 

Jonathan Yan 
Joyce Zhang 



 Volunteering has given me a very unique outlook on life; charity is one of my most 
valued time commitments and giving back to the community has always seemed like the 
right thing to do. I come from a privileged background, and serving my community allows 
me to appreciate my privileged circumstances even more. It’s quite an experience visiting 
Skid Row and seeing an environment so drastically different from my own. 
 Frequently I visit the Los Angeles Mission, volunteering in as many ways as I can. 
From playing live music to preparing meals, and even handing out free socks and under-
wear, I know that every little thing I do helps this community. Participating in a big band 
and performing is also fun for both me and others—I love music in general, and playing for 
such a good cause makes it that much more exciting. Handing out food is a delight as well. 
When I serve a hot meal to someone that has been hungry all week and I see their smile, I 
feel like I have done something that matters. My favorite time to volunteer is when the mis-
sion holds special events, such as Christmas, Easter, and Thanksgiving, among countless 
others. The music is themed, which is fun, although a little cheesy, and the mission sets up 
special events for kids and hands out some delicious meals, sometimes even beside celebri-
ties. Although the tasks I complete are oftentimes small, I know each and every one makes 
a great impact. 
 I must admit, volunteering started out as a bit of a selfish pursuit; I wanted personal 
fulfillment through helping those in need. However, the more I came down to the mission, 
the more and more exposed I became to the realities of life. I've seen people struggling with 
addiction, homelessness, and mental problems. I've also seen how appreciative these people 
are of someone giving up their time to lend a helping hand. I’ve spoken to them about their 
problems and tribulations, and if there is one thing I've learned, it's that life is cruel and un-
predictable. When compared to the lives these people have had, my "problems" seem like a 
walk in the park. Families going hungry, single mothers trying to raise their children, and 
people suffering from STDs are everywhere. It is truly heart breaking to see the conditions 
some of these people live in. Their suffering is very real.  
 I do not mind giving up my time to volunteer. In fact, I love it, and I encourage all 
of my friends to come down and work beside me. Helping out at the mission has taught me 
to keep my own life in line, to set goals for myself, and to continuously push myself, no 
matter how hard it may seem at times. It has taught me to not only sympathize, but also to 
empathize. You never know how much a small gesture means to someone in need. 

SMALL GESTURES 
By ANDREW HILL 



An Experience That Changed My World 
By Sherry Huang 

 Feeling slightly intimidated, I sat patiently as she traced each of my fingers carefully with her 
tender and fragile hands. “You have beautiful hands,” she mused. This was my first day volunteering at 
Sunrise Senior Living, and one of the helpers had told me to make conversation with one of the residents 
named Maria. Eager to make a good impression, I walked over to a dainty old lady sitting alone at a 
small table, and sat down across from her. Maria looked at me with clear blue eyes and asked, “What’s 
your name?” I politely replied “My name is Sherry.” She responded “What?” At that moment, I realized 
that she couldn’t hear very well, so I proceeded to reiterate what I had said, “My name is SHERRY,” to 
which she would respond, “Jerry?” After numerous repetitions, she managed to learn my name and we 
carried on a conversation. A little while later, Maria became absorbed in the centerpiece of the table. She 
carefully adjusted it back and forth until she believed it was in the center and let out a sigh of content-
ment. Then she looked back up at me and asked me, “What’s your name?” Although I was aware that 
she had Alzheimer’s, I had never before met someone with the ailment, and was very shocked that some-
one who I had been chatting with a few minutes ago could suddenly forget who I was. I managed to 
shake off the original shock, and we began to repeat the same conversation over again.
 In the middle of the conversation, she took my hands and traced them with her old, but gentle 
ones. She commented that they were very long and beautiful and raised them to her face and kissed them. 
I was surprised that this little lady who couldn’t even remember me minutes before could display such 
sweet acts of affection. At this moment, the helper who told me to make conversation with Maria came 
over to us, and brought Maria a little toy bird cage with a fake bird in it. When it was turned on, the little 
bird would spin around and chirp happily. The helper told me that Maria really enjoyed this, and as I 
turned to Maria, I could see the happiness in her expression that lit up her eyes when she watched the 
bird singing. She began talking to the bird and saying how it was her precious little birdie. As she played 
with the bird, the helper told me about how Maria had been a model when she was younger and could 
speak five different languages. I looked back over to the gentle old lady who was still happily fawning 
over the bird and immediately felt a huge wave of sadness wash over me. I would never have even imag-
ined Maria’s previous life from how she appeared now. It made me really start to wonder about what 
meaning our lives really hold. Someone who used to be a multilingual model was now sitting by herself 
at a table talking to a toy bird. I began to feel rather forlorn and even began to pity Maria. Maria, who 
seemed to have such a full life, was suffering from hearing loss, as well as a disease that wiped her tem-
porary memory blank like a white slate. When it was time for me to leave, I bade Maria goodbye and she 
returned to sitting by herself at the table, lost in her world of thought. 
 When I arrived home, I thought about what had happened earlier. I kept thinking that Maria must 
have been very lonely sitting by herself, not being able to remember people she met even minutes before. 
However, remembering the thoughtfulness and gentleness she displayed while tracing my hands and the 
happiness shining from her face while watching the toy bird chirping, I realized that Maria had found 
happiness and joy in the seemingly simplistic things in life – things that most people would glance over 
without a second thought. Maria viewed the world with a pure and innocent happiness, unbothered by the 
hindrances ailing her. At that point, I realized that I should pay more attention to the world around me to 
see the value and beauty of life. In the end, life is not only about what one accomplishes, but also about 
one’s perspective and strive to find meaning. Though Maria does not remember me anymore, I will never 
forget her, because she is the one who allowed me to value the people in my life and to really focus on 
the beauty of my surroundings.



Confessions of a Former Delinquent 
By Lily Wang 

 Three years ago, my seat in my eighth grade Chinese School class would have been empty by 
the time second period rolled around. Instead of being stuck in a seat for the next hour and learning the 
wonders of Chinese, my friend and I decided it was a much better idea to stroll around Thousand Oaks 
High School and appreciate the natural surroundings. We participated in the honorable acts of exploring 
the campus, sitting on benches (which were obviously better than our seats in class), throwing tree 
branches onto the roofs of the buildings, and disrupting other classrooms by pressing our faces against 
the windows and making the most distorted facial expressions known to man. 
 It was fun while it lasted, but when I entered ninth grade I realized that, while being a rebel was 
undeniably hardcore, not paying attention in class had negatively affected my proficiency in Chinese. I 
sat in stunned silence in my Chinese AP class as I listened to my peers rattle off fluent Chinese phrases 
and idioms that I couldn’t ever dream of repeating. For the first time, I was actually at the bottom of the 
class. The last nail in the coffin of my language-derived misery was when my parents urged me to speak 
in Chinese with my relatives. I would always adamantly refuse. My palms would get sweaty, my throat 
would dry up, and I found that I could hardly utter even a coherent sentence in Chinese. It was horrible, 
knowing that I couldn’t even communicate with loved ones because of a language I should have been 
fluent in. 
 So in ninth grade, I decided to reform myself. I decided that I was going to become something 
great. I bravely reached into my Chinese School backpack for my homework, something I never did 
when I was in eighth grade. I actually took out a pencil, and I fearlessly opened the slightly battered Chi-
nese book which had barely survived the churning typhoon that was my backpack.  Unfortunately, my 
efforts were in vain. It is a sad, sad day when the only words you can read in the homework packet are 
third-grade level words like “ , and “ Please keep in mind that at that point in time, I 
was in ninth grade. 
 But I did not despair! (Okay, maybe a little) I attempted to do all the homework that was as-
signed. Even when I realized that my skills were not adequate enough to take the Chinese AP test, I en-
rolled for another year in the Chinese AP class as a tenth grader. My seat actually had a bottom sitting in 
it during first and second period. And after a while, it became easier for me. When the AP test came 
around, I was ready for it. Despite a fellow student’s shady movements to look at my computer screen 
during the test and a malfunctioning computer, I got a 5. 
 This year, I am still at Chinese school, but as a TA. Regrettably, my Chinese skills are still not 
good as my peers’. Although I have improved on reading and writing, I still have some trouble speaking 
the language. However, I am proud to say that at least I now know how to hold a simple conversation in 
Chinese. I am still learning, even while serving as a TA. Just the other day, I was urging a young student 
in my class to write the names of the body organs in Chinese (I am somewhat ashamed to admit that I 
had learnt them just five minutes before.)  She refused. When I told her that learning Chinese was highly 
important, she scoffed at me. When I asked her whether she wanted to be here, her eyes shined with a 
lustrous light. Smiling, she gleefully declared “No.” I then told her that being here at Chinese school was 
an opportunity, and she must value the effort that the teacher was putting into teaching the lesson. But 
my obviously valuable insight was wasted; she had zoned out the minute I opened my mouth.  
 Sometimes, I wonder how my teachers even dealt with students like me. Well, at least when se-
cond period rolls around, both mine and this young student’s buttocks are both planted firmly in our 
seats. 



The Gold Award 
By Annie Chen 

 The compassion needed to assist those in need, the dedication needed to earn badg-
es, and the hard work needed to sell cookies, are all significant traits of a Girl Scout. But 
earning the Gold Award has truly redefined my perspective on the limits of volunteering 
and widened my view on what I can accomplish beyond badges and cookies. 
 It all started with an idea that blossomed into an amazing experience. After hours of 
brainstorming in preparation for the hours of work soon to come, I finally decided to com-
bine two of my passions: Girl Scouts and basketball.  I created numerous basketball clinics 
over the course of months for girls throughout my community. I, along with the Westlake 
High School Girls’ Varsity basketball team, taught these girls the importance of daily exer-
cise and good nutrition, and of teamwork and perseverance. As a result, I discovered that I 
was capable of organizing events that could make a significant impact in people’s lives. My 
clinics taught others lifelong lessons. They taught me that it is possible to become a role 
model, no matter what your age is. I realized that I truly enjoy working with younger chil-
dren because they teach me more about myself than I could ever learn on my own.  
 Volunteering is not just about college—a misconception that many seem to believe. 
It is an opportunity to do what you love while helping others. I took my love of basketball 
and passed it on to other girls that I felt confident could follow in my footsteps. I became a 
Girl Scout because I saw the chance to teach young girls lessons that I learned many years 
too late; to instill in them the love of community involvement and unity. And I stuck with 
Girl Scouts for twelve years and received lifetime membership because I am proud to say I 
was a part of something larger than myself—a cliché said many times before, but that is 
only because it holds truth in its words.  
 “Be prepared”— that is the Girl Scout motto I have learned to follow not only in 
volunteering, but also in life and the countless unpredictable moments that come with it. 
While the past twelve years built me into a better individual, this award allowed me to di-
rectly pass on my experiences to others. I chose to pursue the Gold Award because, ulti-
mately, when high school ends, I can look back and say, “I made a difference in their lives. 
I chose to part of something more”. And when many decades past and I look back at my 
childhood, I can say with pride, “I was, and still will always be, a Girl Scout.” 



Medicine for the Soul 
By Harrison Han 

 Since a young age I have felt compelled by the field of medicine, but in high school 
this interest began to sharply coalesce. Now, looking back at my life thus far, I believe that 
specific experiences have both defined and evolved my interest in medicine. 
 As a freshman in high school intrigued by biology, I sought to spend a summer liv-
ing and researching somewhere completely new, and thus applied for an internship at 
Emory University. There, I found challenge – and frustration – that I had never imagined. 
But I also found satisfaction I had never experienced. Fast realizing the naivety of my initial 
belief that I would rocket to the upper echelon of medical researchers, I realized almost as 
fast that this work was what I wanted to be doing over anything else. A quick and easy sum-
mer had become, in my eyes, a long and dedicated career that had yet to unwind. And noth-
ing made me happier than thinking that, here, I stood on the first step of this path. 
 Back in California, I began volunteering at Los Robles Hospital. On the first day of 
training I was told not to smile before patients: “You never know what a patient is going 
through.” But my first week, while helping a frail yet strikingly cheerful elderly lady limp 
down the hallway after a procedure, she asked in a puzzled voice why my face seemed so 
expressionless. I couldn’t help but laugh, realizing that there is no single way to treat every 
patient; each is unique. Medicine isn’t only advancing from the halls of research institutions 
– medicine is advanced through people. Medication that prevents pain and suffering does 
not solely exist in the form of pills; its most potent application can stem from human quali-
ties of compassion and empathy. 
 My next experience took me to Rui Jin Hospital in Shanghai, where I volunteered in 
the New Vision Eye Clinic with Dr. Liao. Dr. Liao embodied my ideal doctor – not only a 
physical healer but a rescuer on an emotional level. Once she called someone into her of-
fice, even the most frightened patient would fill with a tangible calm and trust. Dr. Liao is 
the physician I aspire to be – someone who on occasion even offered to pay a patient’s bill 
out of her relatively meager salary.  
 These experiences helping others have not only solidified my desire to work in med-
icine. They showed me that medicine is more than diagrams or research. Its social and intel-
lectual components are elements that must be acknowledged and appreciated for success as 
a practitioner. Medicine can do more than cure disease. If properly wielded, it can help to 
better emotion, lives, and an individual’s place in society. 



The Ten Commandments of Human Relations 
By Josselyn Tsai 

 The soft click-clack of my heels pattering on the carpet penetrates the silence. I pass 
videos I've watched hundreds of times, quotes on the walls I can recite by memory, and in-
teractive games I know all the answers to. I quicken my pace through the Cold War room 
as I pass under the glares of infamous dictators and slow it back down in the First Lady 
room, where butterfly-wing portraits smile down at me. There really is nothing like a muse-
um before opening hours.  
 I stop on the upper floor of the Air Force One Pavilion. Leaning against the railing, I 
picture the flood of people about to arrive. I can't wait. It still amazes me how far I've 
come, to actually love connecting with others. Dressed in my sister's old docent uniform, I 
can still see my 7-year-old self reading a little paper she gave me—a little paper with ten 
simple pieces of advice. 
 When we were younger, my older sister Karen and I were like twins. We sported the 
same haircut, laughed at the same time, and even finished each other's sentences. People in 
the halls would mistake us for each other and get confused when they discovered there 
were two of us. Karen and I would laugh it off, in the same way adopted children smile fer-
vidly when told they look like their parents. But Karen was "that" girl; she was the sweet-
heart who everyone loved, the girl who picked benchwarmers to be on her team so they 
would feel included, and the girl who made an effort to say hi to the kids too shy or too 
weird to hang out with others. Me? I was the shy kid who said “hi” to "that" girl. 
 I wanted to come out of my shell, but at times it seemed so hard to approach others. 
It just felt safer being the behind-the-scene worker. Being shy isn’t too horrible though. 
You learn to think before you speak and to listen wholeheartedly to others. With more time 
to yourself you also learn how to work diligently and to lead by example, not words; how-
ever, Karen taught me, with her little paper listing the Ten Commandments, that words can 
be powerful too. The Ten Commandments are very straightforward: talk to people, smile at 
them, call them by name, be friendly and cordial, genuine and considerate, alert to give ser-
vice and generous with praise, and to everything else, add a good sense of humor. Reading 
these as a child, I realized that breaking the barrier between me and others wasn't at all dif-
ficult or complicated. 
 Looking at the crowd before me, I feel a surge of excitement. The museum is now 
filled with people bustling around in the exhibits. I glance up at the bronze statue of Presi-
dent Reagan in the courtyard and I swear he winks. He knows as well as I do that, with a 
little help, I can be a Great Communicator too. 



Crescendo 
By Stella Wang 

Volunteering. Whether you’re feeding homeless cats or fundraising for cancer re-
search, there is one thing that ties it all together: giving back to the community.  Many high 
school students new to the experience will merely consider it busy work, some modern rite 
of passage to graduate high school and enter college. I was no different, but it wasn’t until 
recently that I realized what community service meant to me and the people I served.  

In the summer of 2009, I was introduced by a friend to the Pacific Pearl Symphony 
Orchestra and Dancing Strings Chamber and joined both organizations as a pianist. Previ-
ously, I had only played solo piano; this was my first experience with the team aspect of 
music. Within the first few rehearsals, I was disabused of all notions that playing in an or-
chestra would be easier than playing alone. Though the pieces presented here were much 
simpler than my solo pieces, rehearsing with others required me to focus not only on my 
playing but also that of others, tuning in to the melodies, tempo, dynamics, and other articu-
lation of the rest of the orchestra. To top it all off, the conductor directed at a tempo com-
fortable to most musicians – a tempo usually too fast for me to catch up with my notes scat-
tered on both staffs. Every Wednesday, I played with the reluctant acquiescence of taking 
unpalatable medicine. All I needed were the hours, and then I’ll be done, right? 

Wrong. My second concert had hardly passed when I realized that I would be stuck 
in the orchestra until the day I move off to college. The longer I practiced with the members 
and the more duets, trios, and accompaniments I involved myself in, the clearer it became to 
me that entertaining the Thousand Oaks community with Chinese folk music was not the 
only purpose at all. I was here to support my fellow musicians, members of the local com-
munity themselves with the passion to pursue this hobby and the will to realize their musi-
cal ideas. The concept appealed to me because I, too, felt the same urge to create art. As few 
of us are true professional musicians, we depend on each other to learn to appreciate the art 
of performance. Together, we explore the magic that is music and our abilities to produce it.
 Even after three years, PPSO and DSC have not lost their excitement for me. While I 
must, regrettably, start da capo1 in college, I wish that all volunteers may find and appreci-
ate the true significance of their service. Endure your work through its ritardandos2 and di-
minuendos3 and play your melody with passion.
1 “from the head”; to return to the beginning of the piece 
2 slowing down of tempo 
3 gradual softening 



Listener 
By Jonathan Yan 

 It was Wednesday evening and all the patients had already been treated at the Westmin-
ster Free Medical Clinic.  As was the usual tradition, a doctor sat all the interns down for the 
weekly doctor’s talk, a usually mundane and jargon-filled lecture on a particular treatment or 
procedure.  Tonight, however, Dr. Lindberg would be speaking. Standing in front of us, he 
looked like an old sage with graying hair and wrinkled skin.  He stood with an aura of wisdom 
about him and immediately the room became quiet.  Looking into the distance as if lost in 
thought, Dr. Lindberg began with a single question: “What is the most important duty of a doc-
tor?”  After a period of silence, many of us hesitantly replied, “to help save lives?”  Dr. Lind-
berg squatted down to us and slowly scanned each of our faces—the room immediately became 
still.  Softly he murmured, “The most important duty of a doctor is to listen, and if you listen 
closely enough, the patient will tell you how to fix him.” 
 When I have listened closely, my patients have told me much more than just how to fix 
them.  Through their stories I have seen the world from an unprivileged point of view and I 
have seen what matters most to those who have mere months to live. Sitting in the waiting 
room, my patient tells me he is confused with the world because only now when faced with 
death does he fear that his life was meaningless, that he would leave this world unchanged and 
be forgotten as another nameless tombstone.  Another patient stumbles out of the doctor's of-
fice with choked sobs and a look of fear in her eyes.  It is a look of realization that some dis-
ease has seized her body and would soon take her life from her.  Suddenly the ringing phone is 
left unanswered and the smeared mascara unfixed. Although her pain is excruciating, she 
moves with swift purpose toward her son and embraces him.  Only now does she see what is 
most important in her life and with tears streaming down her face, she smiles.  At this moment 
of embrace, everything is perfect. 
 At clinic, I am called an intern, but as Dr. Lindberg has shown me, my duty is to serve 
as a listener.  Listening to the clashing sounds of my patients’ pains and triumphs, I realize that 
the pain in the crying mother’s eyes is just as beautiful and perfect as the joyous laughter’s of 
the cured man embracing his wife.  My patients have showed me that the world is composed of 
a precious balance of coupled forces for without terrible, there is no wonderful, without sadness 
there is no happiness, and without failure there is no triumph.  Death is a terrible thing, yet it is 
also what makes life so wonderful and precious and so to say nothing terrible should exist is to 
destroy all that this world contains. 
 It has been four years since the night Dr. Lindberg talked to us but I have not forgotten 
his words for a single day.  Beyond Westminster, I have applied his words to all realms of my 
life as a Chinese American. I have listened to my patients and I have learned that when faced 
with death, all that matters is knowing that your life possesses a wonderful purpose. I have lis-
tened to my teachers and learned that the most beautiful knowledge is knowledge you have yet 
to understand.  I have listened to myself and learned not only how little I know, but also how 
much I hunger to learn.  I still do not know who I am or what purpose I will possess in this 
world but this excites me. My future is undetermined but I will always be listening.



A Kaleidoscope of Dignity  
By Joyce Zhang 

The clock read 3:55p.m. The other volunteers had left, but I was assigned the last patient 
discharge. I peered at the room number: 3356. Third floor telemetry. Of course I was given the 
most remote unit in the hospital. 

After ten minutes of traversing hallways, wishing I had just gone home, I stepped into 
the patient’s room. A frail lady in her seventies sat on her bed, yelling commands at a harried 
woman who seemed to be her daughter. 

“Mom, do you want your sandwich?” The daughter asked gently. 
The mother, her face flaming like her fiery red curls, lashed out in words. “No!” She 

shook the IV cables in her wrists as if they were shackles. “I just want to get out of this hospi-
tal!” So we had something in common. 

But as memories of my own diseased grandmother, who also easily irritated, flashed in 
my mind, I sprung to action. First, the wheelchair: I positioned the chair next to the bed, invit-
ing the lady to sit. Next, the belongings: When the feisty woman’s eyes questioned me, this for-
eigner handling her possessions, I smiled sweetly: “I’ll carry these for you.” She raised an eye-
brow, grunted, and glared back at the floor miserably. 

When it came time to leave, I carefully wheeled her to the lobby. As we waited for the 
daughter to retrieve her car, the lady in the wheelchair tried at conversation. 

“So who are you?” She snarled in a Jersey accent. Maybe she was uncomfortable in the 
California air. 

Maintaining a cheerful grin was arduous given her impoliteness, but I persisted. “I’m a 
hospital volunteer.” 

Her untrusting eyes examined me. “You in college?” 
“No, I’m actually in high school.” 
“Oh, so you’re one of those kids who wants to be a doctor, huh?” 
Her simple question struck me—wasn’t that why I had volunteered to care for patients 

like her? Disrespecting the same people I wanted to treat in the future was a waste of time. 
I grinned, reaffirmed of my purpose as a healer. “I will be one day.” 
With that, the daughter drove by, picked up her mom, and left, leaving me in reflection. 
Assisting hospital patients, especially difficult ones like the aggravated woman, allowed 

me to transcend my selfish personal desires to aid compromised individuals regardless of their 
conduct. That day, I’d helped the lady forget the pain of her ailments, even if just for a moment. 

The lessons the hospital and its patients have taught me—universal sensitivity, selfless-
ness, and compassion—have permitted me to look past individuals’ outward behavior and nur-
ture their pained souls. On the surface, a kaleidoscope of backgrounds and personalities chal-
lenges me in my service, but innately everyone maintains that same desire to be fundamentally 
human. That is the key: the purpose of medicine is to maintain humanness, and I will dedicate 
my life to preserving human dignity. 


